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Question 1
Question Type: Hotspot

You have a Microsoft Sentinel workspace that has a default data retention period of 30 days. The workspace contains two custom tables

as shown in the following table.

Each table ingested two records per day during the past 365 days.

You build KQL statements for use in analytic rules as shown in the following table.

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You have a Microsoft 365 subscription that contains the following resources:

* 100 users that are assigned a Microsoft 365 E5 license

* 100 Windows 11 devices that are joined to the Microsoft Entra tenant

The users access their Microsoft Exchange Online mailbox by using Outlook on the web.

You need to ensure that if a user account is compromised, the Outlook on the web session token can be revoked.

What should you configure?

Options: 
A- Microsoft Entra ID Protection

B- Microsoft Entra Verified ID

C- a Conditional Access policy in Microsoft Entra

D- security defaults in Microsoft Entra

Answer: 
C



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a Microsoft Sentinel workspace named SW1.

In SW1, you investigate an incident that is associated with the following entities:

* Host

* IP address

* User account

* Malware name

Which entity can be labeled as an indicator of compromise (loC) directly from the incident s page?

Options: 
A- malware name

B- host

C- user account

D- IP address



Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: Hotspot

You have a Microsoft 365 E5 subscription that uses Microsoft Defender for Endpoint. You need to create a detection rule that meets the

following requirements:

* Is triggered when a device that has critical software vulnerabilities was active during the last hour

* Limits the number of duplicate results

How should you complete the KQL query? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 5
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure subscription that contains a user named User1 and a Microsoft Sentinel workspace named WS1.

You need to ensure that User1 can enable User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) for WS1. The solution must follow the principle of

least privilege.

Which roles should you assign to User1? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure subscription named Sub1 that uses Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

You have an Azure DevOps organization named AzDO1.

You need to integrate Sub! and AzDO1. The solution must meet the following requirements:

* Detect secrets exposed in pipelines by using Defender for Cloud.

* Minimize administrative effort.



Answer: 

Question 7
Question Type: Hotspot

You have an Azure DevOps organization that uses Microsoft Defender for DevOps. The organization contains an Azure DevOps

repository named Repo1 and an Azure Pipelines pipeline named Pipeline1. Pipeline1 is used to build and deploy code stored in Repo1.

You need to ensure that when Pipeline1 runs, Microsoft Defender for Cloud can perform secret scanning of the code in Repo1.

What should you install in the organization, and what should you add to the YAML file of Pipeline"!? To answer, select the appropriate

options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: DragDrop

You have an Azure subscription that contains two users named User1 and User2 and a Microsoft Sentinel workspace named

workspace1. You need to ensure that the users can perform the following tasks in workspace1:

* User1 must be able to dismiss incidents and assign incidents to users.

* User2 must be able to modify analytics rules.

The solution must use the principle of least privilege.

Which role should you assign to each user? To answer, drag the appropriate roles to the correct users. Each role may be used once,

more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a Microsoft 365 subscription that uses Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps and has Cloud Discovery enabled.

You need to enrich the Cloud Discovery dat

a. The solution must ensure that usernames in the Cloud Discovery traffic logs are associated with the user principal name (UPN) of the

corresponding Microsoft Entra ID user accounts.

What should you do first?

Options: 
A- From Conditional Access App Control, configure User monitoring.

B- Create a Microsoft 365 app connector.



C- Enable automatic redirection to Microsoft 365 Defender.

D- Create an Azure app connector.

Answer: 
B
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